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Lasser to. head
alumni association
I

strongly for students' rights
for . three years. He served on
Tom Lasser was unanimous· numerous university and ·Stu1y elected · President of the dent Senate committees as an
Nc~-theastern Alumni Associa· undergraduate. After obtaintion · on May 31, at the ing his B.A. in history in
monthly-meeting of the Alum· December 1975, he was - em·
. ni Board. Other new officers ployed by 'the Northeaste~
include Sue Coleman, execu• Commuter Center, as an
t ive vice president, Maria accountant.
Bakalis, associate vice presi• . · Following the meeting, was
dent, Kiply Peal, secretary, the 'Spring Thing', an outdoor
and Mary Berg, treasurer. ·The awards ceremony plus enter•
new officers take over June taininent. by the UNI concert
1, replacing Tim O 'Connell band. Mary Ann Bell, associ(former president ), Jacobo ate professor of Special Educa- .
Szapiro- (former executive vice t ion, was cited . a s fa culty
presiden ), Do d Lls;ewski member of the year for-1976 by
(former · associate vice presi• the Alumni of Northeastern.
d ent), and Markia Bakalis · UNI faculty members Dan
(former treasurer) . . Kipy Peal Creeley (Physical Education),
will remain in the position of H oward Murray (Chemistry
, secretary.
department ), and Gussey
Lasser, former President Ware (Early childhood educa·
and treasurer- of Nort heastern tion department), received ci·
Student Government, fought tations of distinction following
by Judy Macior

the presentation. · Alumni of.
the year certificates.were given
to Warren sam;ders, moderator of Common Ground- (CBS),
and Sue Coleman, art .director
forWMAQ.
Two special citations were
awarded to Dorthy McCreary
of the Counseling department
and Edgar Gangware, .· profess•
or of music and director · of
bands.
An outdoor concert was A 1974 PRINT photo of Tom Lasser u he [?} chain a Student
featured including band mem• Senate meeting,
recently elected President of the Alumni
hers and ·UNI alumni; under A880ciation.
·
the direction of Edgar Gang·
ware. Several s t udents and
alumni also directed the band,
including Bill McClellan, Greg

wu

~:!~ t~~i!d::. ~o~~

Joaver added to the festivities.
A reception followed the .
outd~r . concert .to congradu•
atee recipients
of awards
the .197-8
Alumni
Association
.

UNI·to·hold tri-stat·e
conference
by Sue Lamb
UNI will · host a tri-stat e
conference concerning the Role
of Experiential Learning in
Urban Higher Education OI!
Wednesday', June 7, from 9: 00
a .m . to 5:00 p .m. in the
Commuter Center. The confer·
ence was designed and coordi·
nated by a subcommittee of
UNI's Task Force On Field
and Coopera tive Edu cation,
with help from a grant by the
Kellogg Found~tion. Members
of t he committee advocate
nontraditional education (the
. value of field experience as
compared with the knowledge
g ained in the t raditional
classroom environment). Members of the committee include
Carol La Chappelle, Coordinat·
or of Field Experience in t he
Psychology· Department; Dan
Kielson, Vice-President of Student Affairs; Ron Wendell,
Assistant Director of Career
Services; Ann Buchmann, Associate Professor and Faculty
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vacancies

tee: unlimited number of
by William J. Rzepka
students,
.
Student appointments to all
Kaskaskia Evaluation Com·
university and Student Senate
mittee: one student,
committees will be filled by the
Academic
Long Range PlanStudent Senate at their last
Iiing Committee: two stu·
Coordinator of the Field ' Memphis State U niversity . regular meeting in June, on
dents,
Experience · Program in th.e The committee sponsoring the · the 19th. The commit t ee
1 ·
Parking Advisory Board: two
·Psychology Department, and conference will give a panel appointments, which are all
students,
Barbara Hursh, Coordinator of presentation to · provide basic one year terms, will take effect
Parking Appeals Board: five
the Program for Interdisciplin· information about field work
July 1, 1978.
students,
ary Education and Assistant programs. Panel members
The committes, including
•
Satellite
Advisory Committee:
Director of Campus Planning have been involved with
the number of current vacan·
unlimited number of stu·
and Development.
cies, include:
helping students at UNI for
dents,
The goal of the conference is eight years in the field work
Advisory Committee to Com·
Student
Affairs Council: six
·to allow participants to realize programs of various depart•
munity Outreach and Con•
student s,
the importance of shar ing ment s (our Psychology De·
tinuing Ed - 2 student s,
Student Fees and Allocations
exp eriences of field work ; partment, incidentally, is re·
Affirmative Action CommitCommittee: six student s,
discovering what's going on in cognized as being among the
tee: one student,
S
t
uden t H ealth A dvisory
the field- work programs on best in the entire . state in t he
Board Policy Monitering Com·
Committee:
two students,
ot her campuses. One of the · organization and success of its
mittee: two students,
Vehicle Policy Committee: five
important issues to · be dis· Field Work Program). Other
Budg et a ry Committee : one
students
cussed will be how to ensure a conference events will include
studesnt,
Any student who is interest·
good quality field experience small group discussions, workCampus Planning Committee:
ed in participating on any of
for students.
three students,
shops and a luncheon.
these committees should feel
The agenda · will include a
Charter Review Board : Jive
Invitations have been ex•
free t o contact Rober t J.
keynte addr.ess by A rth ur tended to all four-year universtudent s . (must be student
Kosinski in t he St udent GovChickering, author of "Experi- sities and collegs in Illinois,
senators),
ernment office (E -210, above
ence and Learning: An Intro- · Indiana and Wisconsin, as well
Commencement Committee:
the Book Nook ; ext. 501),
duction to -Experiential Learn- as to students and faculty of
one graduate student, three
prior
to the meeting. Students
ing,'' Distinguished Professor Northeastern. 'Over 100 particiundergrads,
interested in these positions
of Higher Education and pants are expected. Plan to . Constitution Revision Commitare encouraged to attend the
Director of ,the Center for the attend) it should be a good
tee: ten students,
June 19 meeting.
Study of Higher Education at "experience".
Faculty Evaluation Commit/

\
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Dear Editor:
It has been said there
are those who expect a free
, ride through college, unwilling
to work yet expecting a
degree. Rumor has it that
some who subscribe to this
theory actually achieve their
goal. But what happens when
they confront obstacles, ·such
as a teacher dedicated to
preservin_g high academic standards which produce .both a
good reputation for the institution as well as graduates well
equipped for successfut' careers.
When the freeloading student meets the dedicated
educator, the end result is
often a lesser grade. This can
very well result in meaningless
but sometimes harmful rhetoric by the unhappy student
aimed at damaging the reputatibn of the teacher. It is sad if
others allow this to happen:
We cannot , trade off high
academic standards for fear of
revenge oriented criticism.
To the student bod~ I
suggest that we all reevaluate
-0ur own performances before
we criticize others. We cannot
forget why we are here. We
must also consider our personal cost, in the sense of a return
(career) on an investment
(education), if we were .t o
succumb and allow. our
school's academic reputation
to suffer.
To the faculty I suggest a
continual course of action
·aimed at upgrading the academic caliber of the · U.N.I.
'graduate. I believe every
qualified individual should
have the opportunity to attend
college bµt I do not believe
that shoirld be the only
criterion needed to obtain a
aegree. I know you feel the
.same way and I hope you will
continue, unshaken by any
slander, to produce a classroom environment conducive
"to higher learning.
To the unwilling student
that would cause the writing of
~. letter such as this, I suggest
you THINK.
Sincerely,
Jim Moynihan

Dear Editor:
I agree with a point in your
last commentary, that some
days are worse than others I find today a very sad one for
school spirit and involvement,
for as a PRINT staff member,
I notice that no one has
bothered to repond to you.
Has the resident monster of all
commuter campuses, Apathy,
again reared its ugly head?
Personally, I feel that you
must print letters from all
comers, as long- as they
identify themselves to you
(and whether or not names are
withheld or printed). However,
you must also exercise the
· responsibility vested in your
office and edit libelous and
slanderous material, or even to
refuse a given article as
written because of it. There is
a distinction between this and
censorship. May you have the

patience and wisdom to decide.
You stated, in a private
conversation, that you wrote
the article not only to voice
your thoughts, but more
importantly to raise some
questions ~d to invite people
to comment, to share feelings
and knowledge. Perhaps the
other points that you made
were· so strong that form
overshadowed meaning - lllt
me again extend an invitation
on behalf of the PRINT everyone is welcome to participate, if anyone is listening, if
anyone cares.
David Bachi

Editor's note: Barbara A.
Cook, Assistant to the Vice
President of Student Affairs,
will be going on an administrative educational leave effective
July 1. She will resume her
responsibilities at the university January 1, 1979. Cook has
held many positions in the
Student Affairs areas including Acting Director of Financial f,.id, Registrar, and Acting
Vice President for Student
Affairs. She has worked with
students for many years, and •
in the past three years sire has
fought .strongly for student
rights in her work with
Student Government. I feel it
is noteworthy to mention this
leave, because her support,
encouragement, and advisement has been well received
and appreciated by many
members of Student Government and the editors of the
Print.

Every Life
needs its
blood
and love
How many times have you
heard the saying, "Life goes
on!" Probably hundreds, and
you never once thought of how
you take that fact for granted.
Blood, the "sea of life" is ever:
flowing. It courses through our
bodies so silently we forget it
is there! It is only when we
start to lose it that our life is
threatened. If and when that
time should come, knowing
that the Red Cross is available
to you will be comforting at an
otherwise frightening moment.
Tuesday, June 6th Through
Thursday, June 8th between 9
a.m. and 2 p.m. in the Village
Square, will be your chance to
sign up as a donor for the Red
Cross Blood Drive. The Blood
Drive will be held Monday,
June 12th, between 9 a.m. and
3 p.m. in Alumni Hall. Out of
an approximately total enrollment this trimester of 6,000
students, · we would consider
100 donors a Godsend. Please

. be one to give.
If you are not eligible to
give blood you can give your
time to help with .registration
or assist us on "Donor Day."
We need volunteers to sign
people up, hand out literature,
take . blood pressure, run
hematocrits, and serve refreshments. Even an hour will be
appreciated. Health Service
will gladly sign you on as a
volunteer. Call Ext. 355.
Please care · enough to be
involved in this worthwhile
experience. Besides feeling the
immeasurable pleasure of doing for others, you will benefit
a national organization that
( 1) collects and distributes
blood daily through 57 Regional Blood Centers throughout
the U.S.A., (2) has the only
Rare Donor Registry in the
U.S.A.; and (3) totally supplies 26 Chicago hospitals. In
addition, if you or anyone in
your family needs blood within
the next year, you will receive
the blood fr~, paying only for
the transfusion process.

print holds
membership
drive
by Judy Macior
The UNI PRINT, is hoping
to increase its staff, due to the
,fact' £that several staff writers
1
and editors will be leaving in
September, and it is most
necessary to begin training
new writers during the summer months. Writers are
needed primarily for news
stories and features . . PRINT
has recently been bombarded
with a deluge of requests by
,student groups and departments for feature stories
pertaining to their areas; and
PRINT has not been able to
handle all _requests due to a
shortage of writers (although
the 25 member staff is one of
the largest in the history of the
paper).
PRINT is also · looking for
students with experience in
photography or students who
would be willing to learn how
to take. pictures of events
around campus.
The editors and the faculty
advisor of the PRINT are
planning a workshop on campus, to take place later in the
summer. This time will serve
as an introduction to jounalism for.new staff members.
Any student who is intere~ted in writing for the paper ,
should contact Judy or Diana ',
at Ext. 508, 509, or 510 or stop'
in the PRINT office at E-049
. Jnext\tQ...t he,cafeteria on media
row).
·

Dr. Mary Ann Bell, of the Special Education Department, was
cited as faculty member of the year by UNI alumni. [Yearbook
Photo].

PRINT, .tha' officially recognized · student newspaper
serving Northeast.em Illinois Univers~ty, 5500 N. St. Louis
Ave., Chicago, Ill, 60625, is published each Friday during
the ,regular academic year. Material published herein is not.
to be confused with views expressed by f:!.e university
administration. •
. .
· The editors have sole authority governing all material ·
submitted anc:i" reserve the right to edit copy. . Editing
implies that editors need not accept all submitted material. ·
Good journalistic standards will be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
Late copy or material that does not conform to. the.
standards set forth under Prbit public;a,tion policy wi.U be
handled accordingly by the editors. The editors will pq.blish,
at their discretion, any lette,rs to the editor,
announcements, articles, photos, . advertising, or other
submitted material'.
_,
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. '
Unsigned letters will not be published, but names will be
withheld and remairi confidential upon request. Obscenities
are discouraged.
The Office of Print is open daily and Ji, located in room
E-049, north of the cafeteria. ,OQr. telep~(?ne number is
583-4050, extensions 508 and Q09. After 9:00 PM or
·after the switchboard is closed, call ~ect 583-4065.

Editor-i.n-chief •.•.•• :-:::·•• •••.••••.•••. •; ••...•.••••• Judy Macior
Managing Editor. ..•.. •.••• •.••• .••..•• : •.•..•....... • . Sue Lamb
Associate Editor •.•.•.......••..•••.•.....•.••• Diana L. Saunders
Sports Editor ..•...••.•.•. •• .....•..•••• •.•. ... : ..... John Stepal
Photo Editor •.••. • .•• , ......•.•••••....•....•.••.•.•.• Jim Gross
Business Manager .•.••••••..••....• , •..•.•.•.••. Mitchell S. Braun
Faculty Advisor ..• : . ......••...•.•........•.•.••.... Tom Hoberg
STAFF: Dave Bachi, Fran Ehrmann; Carol ·Podraza, Dan Pearson,
Dick Quagliano, Bill Rzepka, Robert J. Kosinski, Baruch Schur,
Les Muchow, Siddy Zigler.
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Bob Freiden, Sam Giberstain, Dick Quagliano,
George L. Raiman, Jr., Rochelle Gordon.
GRAPHICS: George L. Raiman Jr., Bob Freiden, Mark Schultz.
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Inted!ationally renowned British Anthropologist Dr. Meyer
Fortes will speak at Northeastern June 6th at 1:00 1?_.m. in the
Gemini Room, CC-217 of the Commuter Center. Dr. ~rtes will
discuss "Field Work in Northern Ghana in the 1930's" . The
campus community is invited. Refreshments will be served.
Pass/Fail Option
Students who wish to select the grading system of the
Pass/Fail option may do so the end of this month.
~o is eligible to select Pass/Fail grading?
The Pass/Fail option is open to ·undergraduate students only
whose academic records are -in good standing. Students on
academic probation may not choose the Pass/ Fail option.
Only May-June courses may be included as part of the
Pass/Fail Option at this time. May-August and July-August
courses may be elected as Pass/ Fail during specific times in July.
When is the Pass/Fail option for May-June courses?
Tuesday, May 30, 1978, through Friday, June 2, 1978.
Where can appropriate forms be completed for the Pass/Fail
grading?
·
At the Records/ Registration Information ctinter in the "Old
Library".
Please Note: Once the Pass/Fail Option is selected, the "S"
grade cannot revert back to the original letter grade assigned.
PIE courses may not be graded as part · of the Pass/Fail
System.
The Pass/Fail Option Policy is detailed for your information.
Copies of the policy, which provin e specific course information,
maximum hours eligible for Pass/ Fail, etc. , are available at the
Records/ Registration Center.
DA~CE your troubles away, tone up your body, or just plain ·
relax m "Physio -Dance Therapy," a Mini-U course offered for 6
weeks, on Wednesdays, June 7 thru July 12, from 7 to 8.p.m. The
instructor is Bonnie J . Byrn, a UNI alumna and graduate
student, who will employ music and narration to introduce dance
postures and yoga to interested students. JOIN US!!!
The Student Senate meetings in June are June 5· and 12.
Meetings begin at 7 p.m. in room CC-217. All are invited to
attend.

1
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89 NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS U-BUS RIDERS - The #89
U-Bus will not operate during the UNI-summer session. Last day
of service will be Monday, April 17. It will resume for fall session
on Thursday, Sept. 7. ,
Thanks for riding and have a good summer. See you in the fall.

The following concerts are scheduled by the UNI department of
music during the Spring-Summer terms. All concerts are open to
•the public without charge.
June 15 - Student Recit al: Je~n Kem , guitar,
:
7 :30 p.m.
recital hall, room A-131.
The POLISH STUDENT ALLIANCE ·is having a guest
speaker, Ms. Czesloa Kardas-Kolak on Thursday, June 8th; in
Room CLS 2-105. She will_be addressing the topic "Education in
Poland" with a slide presentation and a question and answer
period will follow. The event will start at 12 noon with an
informal meeting and will last until about 2 p.m. Sandwiches,
pastries, and beverages will be served and everyone is welcome!

The National Teacher E~tions (NTE ► will be giveJi'· at ·
Northeastern Illinois University on July 15, 1978.
Scores from the examinations are used by states for
certification of teachers, . by school system for selection and
identification of leadership qualities, and by colleges as part of
their graduation requirements.
· . .
Bulletins describing registration procedures and containing
registration forms may be obtained from College of Educ?on,
Room 4-044, Classroom Building or directly from the National
Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing Service, Box 911,
Princeton, NJ 08541. The deadline for regular registration os
June 22.
Prospective teachers who plan to take the National T~ch~
· Examinations on July 15, 1978, at Northeastern Ilhno1s
University were reminded to today that they have less then two
weeks/ to register with Educational Testing Service (ETS) of
Princeton, NJ.
Registrations must be mailed in time to reach ETS no later than
June 22. Registration forms and instructions may be obtained
from College of Education, Room . 4-044, Classroom Building or
directly from the National Teacher Examinations, ETS, Box 911,
Princeton, NJ, 08541.
.,_
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He (God) cares about you. Would you like to hear Him tell you
it? Come to our meetings in Room 2-031 on Thursdays at 1
o'clock. Our name is NORTHEASTERN CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY. • We will be searching through the epistle of
Galati.ans with you. C~me; hear God speak.
A series of lecturei demonstrations featuring some of the most
prominent members of the Chicago music community will be held
on seven consecutive Monday evenings during the months of
May, June, and July at the Fondue Stube Restaurant, 2717 W.
Peterson Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
The restaurant, which regularly provides live classical
background music, is sponsoring this unique educational and
entertainment experie_nce, which is designed tQ interest both the
musician and the non-musician.
The Series schedule is as follows:
May 29 - Bob Gustafson - Duke Ellington's J~
May 29 - Bob Gustafson - Duke Ellington's Jazz
.June 5 - Joseph Golan - Violin
June 12 - Michale McMahon - Tenor
J.une 19 - Joseph Guastafeste - Double Bass
June 26 - Tex Richardson - Flute
July 3 - Gail Carleton & the Unicom Mime Ensemble - Mime
Each speaker will combine lecture techniques along with a
demonstration in the presentation of his subject.
Ticket prices for each individual session are $4.50 in advance
and $6;00 at the door. A series ticlcet may be purchased for
$21.00. A light buffet is included in the admission price.
For more information, please contact either program director
Arlene Michna (452-964~) 'or the Fondue Stube ("784-2200).
An 8-week course is now being offered to Men, Women &
Children in the art of Kung-Fu.* The Art stresses defense as well
as offense. The teacher is a Master from Hong Kong and has
learned the art i c:m~~~:r 27, rears. Internal Kung-Fu is also taught.
Located: 3763 ·1'!t , Rtllc;µitl_•. Phone *528-087.Bu _ .,.
Tuesday, June 6, 1978, BROWN BAG SEMINAR: 1 p.m., on
" Sex Differences in Communication," with Joyce Flory, Richard
Hesler, and Libby Mages of Speech and Performing Arts,
CC-216.

solution to
fiscal woes
by Judy Macior
The Media Board of Control
cut all personal services for
their organizations for fiscal
year 78-79. They decided to
take the money and put it into
their programs rather than in
'their own pockets'. Currently
most of the media organizations either pay their editors or
their student aide or work
study students to do general
office work or work in
specialized areas.
The five media organizations
include Apocaly,pse (the poetry magazine which comes out
four times a year and is
responsible for bringing many
fine poetry readings to UNI,
Aperture (the photography
club), PRINT (the weekly
school newspaper), Que Ondee
Sola (the monthly Latino
paper), WZRD (the university
radio station), and Relics (the
yearbook).
The media board is funded
by the Student Fees and
Allocations Committee from
the $18.00 student activity fee.
The media board is one of the
five boards vying for a
percentage of these monies;
the other boards being the
Student Senate, CCAB, the
Fine Arts Board, an<;\ the
Independent Club Board. The
media board consists of one
voting member from each
board of control.

State street
info booth
to open June 5

by Jeff Vischulis
The CCAB Board decided that rather than drop its classical
On ·June 5th, the State
Music Committee, it will create a more far-reaching committee
June 15 at 8 p.m. Theatre pipe-organ concert with Rosa Rio. Street Information Booth will
known
as Special Interest\ Musci.
·
.
re.open for another summer
CORONADO THEATRE, ROCKFORD, IL. (815) 335-2148.
Special Interest Music will feature those music forms that are
season. The booth, which is
June
9-11,
Concert
by
NATALIE
COLE.
Time
vary.
$12.50
per
interesting and of high qulaity but are not necessarily considered
operated by the State Street
ticket. PARK WEST* 322 W. Armitage, 929i5959
a part of contemporary interest. The chairman of Special Interest
Council, will be located in front
Music has been selected for his sensitivity and interest in
of Wieboldt's on the no_!theast
presenting these forms will be available to help you in producing
comer of State and Madison
act in which you are at present, the committee has defined those
-......- ,
,
· Street.
interests as classical music, hispanic rhythm music, and a~o
The booth will distribute
rhythm music.
The procedure for presenting these music interests is to wirte a
free literature on various
letter to the Special Interest Committee. Enclose as much
points. of interest ~d special
upcoming events m and ainformation about the performer as you possibly can. Upon
round the city. Expressway
receipt of the information, the committee will call the agent to get
information about the performer's fees and tours. The committee
and C.T.A. route maps will be
will contact you for a meeting /to determine when and if your
:ill!
av~able in addition to_ infor~
... .
j mation on State Street mersuggstion can be presented. If accepted, you must form the
~
chants.
committee that will host the event under the direction of the
The booth will be open
Special Events Chairman. No event will be accepted or processed
Monday through Saturday,
in less than eight weeks before perform~ ce, therefore, the
:ill! from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
following schedule will be used for sorting requests.
~ further details, call 782-9160.
PROGRAMS TO APPEAR BY
MUST BE PROPOSED BY
~
So if you are planning to
September
June ·
~
spend
the summer in Chicago,
October
July
O
:
•
•
~stop by the information center
November
August
on State and Madison for some
January
October
~
~ great ideas for some really
February
November
iii
superb summer fun.
March.
December
~
~
May
February

f ,_.................................................................................,
i
iI
i
i

i
ii
i
i
if

I

Th
CashI•er,s ·ii
. ·• .. e·
·i
.
O·1·fIce
• · h as
, new· iiI
i
h ours•.
I
i
.

8•30
• . A •M• t 4 30 p M

Monday through Friday

I
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19 Very Good
lent>: Specific and well-read
writing an ·essay on how
14 Fair
knowledge of material; , lec'meaningful' the class was, to
tures in class (Very Good);
·
nothing. Since I have complet29
.
Good
presenting
material with total
~
ed all of the c3urse require2 Poor
. unaerlying ·m oral; he's a smart
-. , , , ,
: ·:· ·
. ments in mi majC>r ; psycholo-C 1,.1 ') ) ,1_r!J··••c,.i ll re ,gy, I feel it iiJ fair .tQ mention : On what specific factors do · dµde; Ju.s:~ers,.t.o quesiion8 , c ,.
what I have seen, (since I have you base ,your F~tirlg?a ' : ,, f .! , ''(excellent,)t ~on•the drganization ! [ i
2. Rate your instruct.or's pre- of his facts (Poor); good in
had a good sample of the
paration for class.
political science - does not precourses/instructors in this de10
Excellent
sent material well; based on his
partment). I have had the
26 Very Good
lectures (Good); his · lectures
opportunity to fill out a
11 G~
have little or nothing to do student faculty evaluation
3 ·Fatr
with subject matter; material
form in every .psychology
4
Poor
presentation
~Excellent); conficourse which I have taken. I
On what specific factors do dance in presenting material;
have never seen the results of
you base you conclusion?
Mr. Barber always knew what
these evaluations, (and the
3.
Rate
you
instructor's
abilihe was talking about; lectures,
forms · have . varied), but the
ty
to
communicate.
outside
information (book,
availability that I have as a
10 Excellent
pamphlets), current events
psychology major to voice my
14 Yery Good
(Excellent); he submits a good
concerns, through student
emphasize the positive and
by Judy Macior
22 Good
response on questions from the
clubs, a committee to review
5 Fair
Students' evaluation of fa- serve as a recommendation of
class; · lectures (Excellent); the
problems, and two voting
UNI's
finest
faculty.
When
3 Poor
. amount of · thinking done to
culty members - is it obsolete
students in the department, is
On what specific factors do prepare for class and knowor rather an important part of this finally comes out, I think
unique in itself.
you
base your conclusion?
ledge -:- can give an interest- ·
reassessment of in higher it will be helpful. It will need
The preceeding presentation
4. Rate the instructor's ability ing class (Excellent); by the
education? How is it done at work but it's a start. The UNI
is a backdoor into something
to stimulate interest in the information given and films
UNI? Should the faculty student government began
that I feel should be shared
subject
matter. . '
shown (Excellent); extensive
evaluations done by students this three years ,late, after
with the university community
6
Excellent
use
of different materials and
be released for review by the former administrators refused
on a more wide spread basis.
11 Very Good
student body after they are to release faculty evaluations
points of view in lectures
Dr. Charles Barber gave the
20 Good
compiled? Let's look for a to the students. The student
(Excellent); through his lecfollowing to me, which is his
10 Fair
moment at one student's view government should try the
tures he shows us he knows
student evaluation from last
· 7 Poor
new administration, at least
of faculty evaluations at UNI.
what he 's talking about;
semester. He gave them to the
we
know
that
the
Student
On what specific factors commentaries on films content
As an undergraduate I
PRINT with the request that I
do you base your conclusic:m?
(excellent).
remember filling out faculty Affairs office is supporting the
print them, because he has a
current project.
5.
How
do
you
rate
,
the
2. Usually completes leeevaluation form in about one
concern thaf the ,students be
The idea for the Student permitted to see 'the evaluainstructor's attitude toward tures on time and according to
half of my classes at Northstudents?
syllabus·; films and presented
eastern, and in all of my Government evaluation form
tions which they took part in.
16 Excellent
materials (Fair); he always has
c\asses at Loyola (but I was began with a faculty member,
He released these for public
19 Very Good
his lecture notes ready; good
only at Loyola for one year). Frank Loos, a professor ,in the review, fully aware that he
14 Good ·
organization and good flow of
· One interesting thing that psycholo.gy department who
may be subjected to severe
4 Fair
lecture material; outlines beLoyola does, is their Student has used a similar form for a
criticism from his colleagues.
1 Poor
fore lectures; he's sometimes
Government Association has a number of years He has his The follwing is a reprint of the
.On what specific factors late, and sometimes forgets to
form of student faculty evalua- . students fill out these forms at student evaluations of Dr.
do you base your conclusion?
show films, . because of protions which are ·released in a the end of his classes and the Charles Barber from last
form
·
has
room
for
both
6
.
.
Would
you
like
to
take
longed
lectures; never wasted
booklet format which students
semester:
another
course
from
this
time;
he tends to forget
can pick up with their schedule positive ahd negative comThis questionnaire is being
instructor? ·
- materials; Consistent referral
of classes. They have a ments . I have found it a submitted to you by the
33 Yes .
to prepared notes (Very
question-answer format with a helpful source of information &:hool as part of a series of
· 15 No
Good) ; he seems to ha.ve
percentage of responses print- and I'm pleased that he was attempts to evalu·a te the
7. What is your overall evalua- certain things covered at
ed. I found it helpful, and from the faculty .advisor for two of effectiveness of its teaching
tion of this teacher?
·
certain times; jumping from
my limited experience there, the former officers of the staff and to learn ways' in
Student
Government
who_
8
Excellent
/
one subject to another left too
valid. At Nof'.theastern, the
which the instruction may be
25 Very Good
many ends open; ·whenever
student government is at- brought his form to the improved. Candid and com13 Good
there was extra material to be
tempting to do the same with student committee (and the plete answers, with reasons for
5 Fair
read, he had it; he has it
a subjective form. They have committee decided to use a them, will best serve this
3 Poor
together; he doesn't seem to
all of the material, and having modification of his form for purpose. Write your answers
8. Do you have any additional have an order in what he's
read thru the material, , I have their project).
on this sheet, using the reverse
The evaluation forms used
comments, suggestions or doing; did have notes but not
found ,it to be interesting and
side for extended answers.
by
departments at- UNI are
criticism in regard to the well prepared; lectures would
informative. Their form is
YOU SHOULD NOT IDENTquite
different
from
Loos'
instructor or the course?
go off base, the time element
unique in that Student Senate
IFY YOURSELF BY NAME.
form
and
that
used
by
the
Faculty
Evaluation
was
always off; he never stays
is only asking for positive
. 1. Rate ·your instructor's
Questionnaire
on track; movie sele<:tions and
remarks and the book, which is Student Government. I have
knowledge of the subject
Dr. Barber - CWC
handouts (Very Good); outa long time coming because of seen forms from a standardmatter.
1500 - Present·
· lines are prepared, given and
technical problems, hopes to ized computer punch card to a
29 Excellent
subjective form, ~ . stµ_dents
Winter, 1978
followed; he always came
1. Knows many different prepared with maps and
facets of hiStory; ability to books; lectures . well prepared,
answer questions presented by has additional outside sources
students (Good); Notes and other than assigned readings;
lectures provide new insights usually on time, has correct
and revelations .on subject film and handouts ready;
matter; Lectures (Excellent); watch runs late sometimes; he
Accidents and illness occur year 'round.
presentation of lectures and has all the material when
Unfortunately, blood supplies are often at
opinions - very well done·: on comes to class; material
critical lows during the summer months
the lecture material (Excel- presented good, sometimes
because people are too busy having fun to Blood is life
lent); by the variety of things he's late though; well read on
he speaks of in class, (ExcelCont'd on p. 5
donate. Please •. .take some time and help

. CO m m

nt'a ry :-

,·'.

·

Profilein Courage

The need· for blood never stops.

Pasiiton

save a life.

,,

Give blood this summer~
Mid-America Regional .

Red Cross Blood Program
Date: Monday, June 12
Time: 9-3
Place: Alumni Hall

Copies of the 1976 Yearbook are .still available. If
you did not receive one,
pick up your copy right
away while they are still
availa.ble. Our off ice is located at E-043.

I
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Cont'd 'from p. 4
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subject.
to the opinions of others; .It
11.
3. Class lectures (Fair): is . seems like he really doesn't
right up to 1date ind all ai:eas ; care, he's always late to class,
He runs c ass iscuss1ons takes 3 . weeks to grade
frequently, and give students midterms .. whe~ ~ !t~ .only 1has. , , ·12.
time to s ~ ; had discussion: ; )t~o other classes and 2 days( · J '
a lot (Very Good); Petsbnally,' off· seemed to want to interact
I did not think he explained with students; seemed to take
some material in simple e· an interest; He almost treats
13 .
nough terms; I have learned a us like intelligent people; He
lot from him; -Ideas come never became angry with
across well - but too many - anyone and answered · all
quotes from more or less questions; Accepts all opinions
boring books; he's a free soul; and keeps an open mind to
He never interprets his mater· their answers; Personality, he
ial, he just reads out of a book is polite and friendly; wel•
or notes; didn't get point comes questions at all times;
across to students; He never He welcomes questions and.
gets a points across; would values their opinions; He
listen to comments and remark listens to the students; Shows
about them; ability to com- diverse opinion in discusson,
pare/contrast past with pres- attempts to make sure every•
ent events; He always talked · one has material needed; he
so that .we could understand shows a great interest in what
him ; asks to the point the students think - by
questions but doesn't leave letting us voice our feelings in
enough time for response ; The class; Friendly, casual atmosway he talks (Excellent) ; phere.
Talks on a realistic level - not
8. Has difficulty coming to
ununderstandabie terms ; His class on time, in the course
lectures are simple and you · have no idea how you
straight forward; I understand doing until three weeks before
everything he says ; Presents a the close of the term ; He's
different point of view that is boring, definitely not the
interesting; The class is dull · standard of teacher I would
- plus i have learned little expect from a college teacher;
from this class ; I am to He would be good in teaching
understand lectures.
Political Science ; Good in all
4. He makes it seem so aspects; The course covers too
boring; It doesn't pertain to much in history - it's not
the coqrse of history, but to possible to digest it; A very
politics, ecnomics, etc.; These interesting teacher to listen to ;
topics interest me in the long Lecturer can get very vague at
run anyway; provokes inter- times; The instructor stimuesting topjc discussions.
lates a concern not only for the
Some of the topics were past but for our own futures ;
boring; Same as above (The he knows the area that he
number of responses he is able cov ers; I've never had a
to get from the class) ; Fairly teacher so unorganized in
consistent attendance of stu- teaching and giving materials,
dents; Trying to get discus- ·information from . some units
sions going; At times, the are three chapters before and
subject matter was choppy (re: some are .- not even in the
events in history, time peri• material, this shows specificalods); wandered too much into ly in the way he mixed up the
other topics straying from midterm exams; I learned
original point; Not only did he nothing except from the films;
discuss the topics but also Didn't learn very much; Be a
brought in contemporary is- little more punctual in respect
sues causing class discussion; to getting to class on time ;
he gets you interested; was · This course is too broad .to be
very unstimulating; used taken in 1 ~mester; The class
films, discussions, etc.; num- is forced to cover . too much
her of students sleeping in material in too short of time class and bad attitudes; The either there sh~uld be more
use of films (Very Good) ; meeting time or l.e ss material
Sometimes the quotes from the to be covered; The teacher books · were too long and great, the course not so hot; A
boring; Tries to get discussion very ~ood teacer; More strucstarted; Dr. Barber may ask a tured presentation in ~the
quP-Stion sarcastically to raise beginning of course. More
eyebrows and opinions; , The short tests to prepare students
first show (slide show) was for exams. More specific
about Nazis (Night !Jr. Fog) ; lectures, then discussions and
Because of size of class and commentaries; The course was
amount of material the general not boring as the average
outline can sometimes be history course is, perhaps
vague; He contrasts current through the use of films and
issue with historical issues; I the right amount of lectures.
like the way this history class
9. Lectures
is tough; Same as above
Too few ~ 4
(Presents a different point of
Too many _ 11 ..
view that is interesting) ; I and
Right Amount - 34
fellow students do not show
Too Generalized - 1
enough interest in the subject 10. Discussions
matter; Boring subjects not
Too few - 15
always seem boring.
Too Many - 6
5. Can communicate well;
Right Amount - 26
His attitide (Fair); Has good
Poor _ 1
communication with everyone;
Sometimes detered - I
Always had an open mind ;
Excellent - I
Very friendly, likeable, pre-·
_
. .
.
tends to be on your side; He
communrcates
we 11 ; w1·ii·mg- ~
~
•
~
ness to answer questions (Very
Good); gave opportunity for ·
a·
those _who tried to ,understand ~ _ ·
_ •
~
material better; hes a helluva l'- .
·
~
guy; his willingness to listen · ~':'.\.~~"'-~ ~ ~-

~,~~~,«..~~:-

~:
1

TYP
. ·1ST
· · ,;,
728 430

·j' .

.., .

Films
":, ·•,>:·, ,
Too Few - ;6 r , ,,;.,-;
Too Many 7.:;~ . :od! L
Right Amount ~ 40,
.
Favorite' Filnis·
'. '
Future Shock

Cromwell
Night & Fog
Least Favorite Films
Smile of Reason
The Fallacies of Hope
Freud

· This seems quite thorough
_ should faculty evaluations
and shows to me as a student
(or anyone's eval,11ations at
that the faculty in the history · UNI) become a part of public
department are undergoing an
record? If your answer is no, I ,/./
•honest attempt to evaluate
ask you to ask yourselves why . ··
their· faciilty. ~ I'm -sure other, _- -not. As a student I feel I have
and pos~ibly all departments, - ~ right to know the results of a
have their own procedures, but
survey in which my class time
I must admire Barber's con·
is used and which I participatcem for students to release . ed in. As always, comments
this document for the review.
are . appreciated and will be
I pose the following quest~on
printed.
to the university commumty

Characters

~

1978

NOW HIRING!!
WHO: Students; Homemakers, Retirees. The type of People
that can project the Spirit, Enthusiasm, qnd the Friendliness
that is G reat Amerii:a.
WHAT: Positions are available in Ride Operations," Merchandise
Sales; Food Service and Preparation, Games and Arcades,
Secur.ity, C lean-up, Warehousing, Office and Clerical,
Accounting, Park .Maintenance and Landscape. .
·
WHEN: Applications are being accepted. daily from 9 AM to 4 PM
. jncJuding weekends, in March and April, and Monday thru
Friday beginning Ma~i' 1st.
WHERE: Applicants must ·apply in PERSON at Marriott's GREAT
AMERICA®, located on Route 21, between Washington
Street and Grand Avenue in Gurnee, Illinois.
JOIN OUR CAST OF EMPLOYEES AND ENJOY FREE complimen-

tary admission privileges for you and your iami/y, plus take part in our
recreation program which includes movies, dances, outings, and
sports.
..
....._

MARRIOTT'S GREAT AMERICA® considers its employees its
best attraction. Opportunity is here, as well as hundreds of interesting new friends.
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY M/ F

.Marrtotra ·

l■IAT

ANIBIU
®
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·11u.ttered

papcarn
by Dan Peanon

·Mythologies and
,
G
k
mo·nsters, f ee .
and otherwise

struggle between ambition and silence, has appeared in each of
destiny.
Cacoyonnis' Trojan War films.
IP HIGENIA chronicles the In THE TROJAN WOME N,
start of the Trojan War. Helen· she portrayed the cause of the
has fled to Troy with Paris and war, Helen. In ELECTRA she
the Greek nations have mobilhad the title role as the
ized an army to revenge the daughter of Clytemnestra. Iphinsult to Menelaus and per- IGENIA finds her in the part
haps share in the riches of of Clytemnestra , wife to
Priam's city.
Agamemnon and mother to
The thousand ships have
Iphigenia, among others.
gathered but there is no wind
In the title role, Tatiana
to send them across the
Papamoskou, who was thirteen
Aegean Sea to the shores of at the time the film was made,
Troy. Food supplies are low, as is all eyes and limbs. Like an
is moral. To stave off the awkward filly, full of life and
grumblings of his army , affection, she delivers her lines
1
Agammemnon orders the
with assurance and imbues the
slaughter of the herds in the
character with the proper
Sacred Grove. The.sacred Deer
tragic dignity.
of the goddess Atemis is slain
MR. KLEIN is less of a
and Agamemnon is ordered to
thriller and more of a psychoFor the benefit of children of NAUTS is the undisputed
sacrifice his eldest daughter, logical puzzle. The film takes
all ages and body distribu- magic of the creations by
IPHIGENIA, to appease the place in Nazi-occupied Paris in
tions, Columbia Pictures has special effects genius, Ray . goddess or else the entire
1942. Mr. Klein (played by
re-released their 1962 film Harryhausen. For this film, he expedition to Troy will never
Alain Delon) is an art collector
verion of JASON AND THE brings to life, through his
materialize.
and dealer who profits from
ARGONAUTS . While the process of Dynarama, the
Michael Cacoyanis .(ZORBA
the Jewish persecution by
story of the Golden Fleece is seven-headed Hydra, the batTHE GREEK) completes his
buying their art works at
certainly recognizable as the like Harpies, the bronze Titan,
trilogy of the Trojan Wars '--insulting prices.
·
veteran of many a television Talos, and a personal favorite,
with the making of this vivid,
It seems only fitting that he
showing there are valid rea- the Children of the Hydra's
solidly acted film . Although it
become part of a rather nasty
sons for seeing the film on Teeth, the Battling Skeletons
is essentially the first part of cosmic joke in which he is
the big screen.
of Colchis.
the story, it was the last film
confused with another Mr.
The first is the majesty of
This scene which pits Jason
in the series to be made.
Klein . with the same first
the big screen itself. The and two of his Argonauts
ELECTRA was shown in 1962 name, who is not only Jewish
accessibility of the home against an overwhelming numand in 1971 THE TROJAN
but a political radical. The
telvision, even the twenty-five ber of warrior skeletons is
WOMEN with Katherine Hepnon-Jewish Mr. Klein starts to
inch color sets, cannot match worth the price of admission
burn .was completed.
receive a Jewish information
the impct of Poseidon rising alone. While the acting t alents
The film is in Greek with
from the watery depths on the of the non-animated characters
English subtitles that too
forty foot screen to keep the borders often borders often on
often simplify the words of the
Clashing Rocks from descend- the minimal and the dialog is
playwright Euripides on whose
ing on the good ship Argo.
often as deadly as the-Hydra, play "Iphigenia in the Bay of
The excellent score by the itself, the Harryhausen creaAulis" the film is based. It is a
late Bernard Herrmann as tions keep the action and
physically beautiful film with
performed by The Roy al interest alive.
the dramatic cinematography
Philharmonic Orchestra is cerIPHIGENIA (pronounced
of Georges Arvantis and the
tainly another of the drawing If-a-gain-ya) also derives its · brooding, pulsating score of
points to this recreation of one source from the myths and
Mikis Theodorakis.
of the more famous of the legends of ancient Greece.
Irene Pappas, who will never
Greek legends.
There are no animated monbe accused of suffering in
But the finest reason I can sters to fill the viewer with
offer in going out to see wonder, only far too human
JASON AND THE ARGO- men and . women locked in a

newspaper; he receives letters
from his doppleganger's mistress, even the man's dog finds
a way into his house.
·
The more effort the art
dealer puts into proving he is
not the Robert Klein the police
are looking for, the deeper into
the "final solution" he becomes. He is a vulture that has
been trapped with his victims
in the tarpits. He believes the
system will clear up this little
misunderstanding.
MR. KLEIN is directed by
Joseph Losey. Like some of
Losey ' s recent films, THE
GO-BETWEEN and THE ROM ANT IC ENGLISHWOMAN, this film deals with the
affluent, and the impersonal
distance they require.
The ominous black police
vans and cars glide through
the streets of Paris produce a
deeper horror that the trustthe-system Mr. Klein can
imagine. The film begins with
a medical examination of a
middleaged woman who is
examined for Jewish tendencies. She is charged fifteen
francs (about three dollars) to
find she is suspected of semitic
bone structure.
The monsters in_ JASON
AND THE ARGONAUTS
were mythological. The monsters in MR. KLEIN are real.

Haze l's Quest

Robers on the mount.

by Dave Bachi
Responding to claims that
investigative journalism is
dead at Northeastern, this
reporter set out to find the
truth . After searching the
campus for a definitive issue,
the following scenario began to
unfold.
It was a hugger-mugger day
in spring, and rumors began
drifting through the polarities
of the so-called air conditioning plant. Undulating waves of
bio-rhythmic feedback carried
the message that a mad
professor was at large on
ca mpus. This individu al it
seems, had forsaken the icecream suit frigidity of the
science building and the tropic
of cancer sensuality of the rest
of our building facilities, and
had taken his class back to
nature.
At last - a quest worthy of
half a wit's notice. Clearing my
head of vision of unicorns and
sugarplums, I started. Imme-

diately, I encountered the
bizarre - trees, grass, dandelions and low flying frizbees.
Strange beings clad in tennis
shoes, cut-offs and tee tops
populated the world. I went
on, and after circumnavigating
the campus, I entered into a
pocket of alternate reality.
There he stood, notes flapping in the wind. His voice
rose and fell, competing with
sonic booms of passing jets
and the fluctuating lag of
audience attention . • Eliot,
Yeats, and Auden composed
the discourse. For a moment,
the force of this magnificent
beast unleashed in a brave new
world was overpowering. Then,
ot her presences became
known. To •the left was Lilith,
basking in the sun ; on the cool
cement slab, stage c~nter, sat
past generations being reborn ;
to the right were the gaggle of
resident geese , disagreeing
about nothing; and, occupying

1st row front were those not
afraid t:> look and touch and
listen.
I crept slowly away, trying
not to disturb this idyllic poin t
in .time; after all, a class is a
class is a class . . . or is it?
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Jobs
The Psychology Department's
Career Planning Center provides
job-matching services for Psychology majors looking for immediate
full or part time employment in
the field. Come to S-313-D or call
extensions 676, 668.

- ....--------------

Smokey the Bear,
When are we going to see you
again? ALPACINO

--------------

HOT WHEELS MRU,
When are you going to U.S. 30?
THE PHANTOM

------ .- --------

BRITT,

lor sale:
Fo;: Sale: Air-Conditioner $50,
Couch, Royal blue $100, Chair $20,
Child's maple chest $20. Cail Dorothy at ext. 670, 671._

"... You're in my heart you're in
my soul ..."
ROD STEWART

PAN INN LIBBY,
May I have an extra onion?
May I have an extra onion?
A CONCERNED DRUNK

For Sale: Open House - 6301 N. _DENNIS,
Is Guiness on a higher level of
Campbell, West Rogers Park, Sat. &
Sun., June 3 and June 4, 1:00-4:00.
Is Guiness on a higher level of
Jumbo·Bunalow - 7 Rooms, Familysized kitchen, 3 Bedrooms. For abstraction?
JAMES
information, call Diane or Lucille,
338-5500.
SWANLAKE,
Are we going to go camping
again? I want to go today.
ROBERT REDFORD

,personals

TENNIS CUTIE,
Quit playing hard to g;t and say
you will go out with me.
Gregory

- - - - - - - - · --- - - - -

Hawkeye,
Are you mad that Doc and Lib and
the Bat came late???
. art

Y,
Friday's our day. ,
art

The LB Looney of the month for
June goes to Headlines Braun.
The bB Looney of the month for
May goes to Resumes Lamb.
Ten points for Sue for the wallet
incident.
Do you know how many editors
it takes to sharpen one pencil? One
to hold the pencil in, Editor in Chief,
one to hold the shasrpener, Managing editor, and one to hold the desk,
ass. editor.
Tom,
Is the Honeymoon over?
Herman HeBSe
Beeeell,
Here's another one.

Mitch,
Sure hope they wash those trays .
'
fellow eater of fries
James,
Hi, you loveable thing you.
Barbara
Uncle Dan,
•
Your poem was well received.
People are still raving about it.
Ed
Di,
Oh for the points.

To LSA sisters,
I can truly feel sorry for you all.
For I know and understand how
difficult it is for you all to make such
a strong effort to be human and fail
once, twice, thrice, etc., etc.
GueBS Who Again
To LSA Sisters,
May all of you always continue to
be desuetude.
Yes. It's Me Again
To Some of the Sistel'Jl at UNI,
I think that you should put more
emphasis on your studies instead of
your neighbor man, your neighbor
shoes, and .your neighbor business
be<,ause these things won't get you a
degree.
Get The Point
To LSA Sisters,
Before I was not sure, now I am
positive. What you all are suffering
from is called mental menopause
and immaturity.
Guess Who
QUEENIE,
What's taking you so long; why
can't you just say yes?
YOUR ADMIRER, S
To the Boy with the Ooh-La-La,
It is really nice in your "neck" of
the woods. May be skinny dipping
wouldn't be such a bad idea. I think I
would like to watch.
Your Ever Loving ¼
Sister Laura,
Are you getting dellusions of
grandeur about LAS or about a
PARTY???
Sister Spider
To the MEG people,
I promise not to laugh, but please
stop with all the "NUN" jokes.
Insane at 1:00 a.m.

--------------Remember, it's 10 days a month.
Aristotle OnaBSis XTheo)

'da'C'
8-6-1

J.P.
Temple picnic, SORRY!
No More

Diana,
Jackie Onassis, (Lizzy)
You thought we forgot. We had it
planned this way.
The Non-Forgetters
Thanks for the popcorn seeds and
dinero.
Popeye

- - - - - - - . - .- - - - - -

Solitaire

NTE to ~1ie given at
UNI July 15. Register
now. (See announcements).

BAR
I wanna hold your hand.

Pie,
Congrads

Romantic
french fry lover

J.P.
Tom,
Thanks for the buck. Will explain
later.
Bus Mgr

Jim,
Pass the cheese. Pass the
cheeeeeeeeeeeeeessseeee.
Shhhhshhhshhhshhhshhhshhhshhh
Eaten aive by sitting in weed.
Doc,
Where were you tonight!
"The Gang"
Pass the C.J .'s
The Denny
9:00 coffee hour

Wart
Bobo,
Was that one pack or two.
Peter Pan, or is it Peter Pansky.
PAN INN LIBBY
20 cents please!
Diana,
Happy Birthday! You must let rne
take you to Pan's for a drink.
Jim

Madame Secretary,
Contact me for a drink. Happy
Birthday!
The Boss
Congratulations to Tom Lasser.

------c:- ------ - -r

Judy,
We didn't forget.
The2boxes
Tom,
Balls, balls, balls.

------ .

PICNIC, OR NO!

--------

Hot Wheels Mru ·
Need a tune-up?
A

B

Murphy,
ORELSEllli

Barbara,
Kiss the Day Good-bye.
A Chol'UII
____________
J.. Line
__
I

SHEDU
Be my friend?
Susie-Q
See you in Hawaii"'!""!"""'

Better Luck next time.

Congratulations to Doc Gangware.

-WJM

Jacobo
41.

Di;
Happy Birthday!
LUV,BILL

•
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NAT't. DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Progrems

WANTED: Attractive
females to work as
models with photographer for portfolio
samples and- print
competition. Dance experience helpful but
not necessary. Rate:
$20 for 3 hrs. Call Al
Buschauer evenings.
763-4715.

a Hours

'l"here IS• differencem
for lnformalion Please Call:

2050 W. Devon
Chicago, 111. 60645
(312) 7645151

!

E~~EA .
TEST PREPARATION

SPRING SUM
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
,
MER, WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CUSSES BEGIN EIGHT WEEKS
PRIOR TO THE EXAM. STARTING SOON:
GMAT~LSAT-SUMMER MCAT
SUMMER SAT OTHER CENTERS CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
Centers In Maior US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Swltzerlan~
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CCAB

.HEAL TH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION, ATHLETICS
RECREATION HOURS
Recreation hours are for students; faculty and staff ONLY.

DAY

GYM "A"

GYM "C"

POOL

WEIGHT' LIFT

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

10, 11 & 2
11 , 12, 1 & 2
10, 12, 1 & 2

11 , 1, &2
1&2
2
1
1&2

10, 1, & 3
9, 12, 1, 3

8, 11 , 1 &3
8, 1, 2 & 3
2&3
8, 10, 1,3
8, 1, 2 , 3

1&2
10&2

12&3
9, 1 &3 ·
11 , 1 & 2

* * "' In inclement weather, outdoor classes will use gym areas.

sports
j

Cubs look~solid; ·.c ould win it :..-crnay~e
· by John Stepal
.
The beginning of June is
here, and if you take' a look at.
the National League East,
you'll find the Cubs atop the
division. Nothing unusual about that - Chicago ahriost
always starts out well. But
· there . are several reasons this
year why the Cubs have a shot
at making a playoff appear·
ance, as stran~ as .it may
seem. Don't get me wrong it wouldn't surprise me if the
Cubs should fade away in
August or September. But it
won't be anywhere near as bad
as last season, and even if they ·
do fold, they should still finish ·
·no worse than third.
·
Reasons for this are many:
1) The division is weak. There
is no dominant team in it.
Philadelpha ·has good hitting

but below average starting surprisingly. kept them in
pitching. Montreal has every- games: Franks' move to
thing, but may be a year away• · replace Woody Fryman .with
The Pirates have everything, Dave Roberts in the starting
especially speed,·. but can't rotation seems to be a good ·
seem to win games. New York one. Roberts, the veteran who
and St. Louis don;t have · has ·played in ltouston, De. enough to chall~nge the above troit, and San Diego, ·still has
2) The Cubs have more some baseball left in that old
depth than last year. Addi- arm of his. Fryman should do
tions like Rudy Meoli, Dave better in the bullpen than he
RAder, and Dave Kingman did in the starting rotation.
have made the Cubs stronger
4) Last, but not least, Bruce
and . more. versatile than · in Sutter is not receiving as inuch
1977; Chicago has a surplus of work as last year, ·and should
good . outfielders. Besides Bob- not be tired come August. , If
• by Murcer and Kiilgmari, . Donnie Moore and Willie
Manager Herman Franks can Hernandez continue to pro·
-use Greg -Gross, Larry Biitt- duce, Sutter should not have
ner, Gene .Clines, and Hector arm trouble in '78.
Cruz in the outfield. Mick
In 'September, then, look for
Kelleher is · a fine utility the Cubs to be somewhere
infielder;
around the top, if not at it.
3) The Cub pitching has

Door int(f)-·. summer
by Dave Bachi ·
sense each passing nuance of
. Spring is like a pair of old what Spring is. Concurrently,
sneakers. It creeps up on you ·the · stiffness of the tennies
by degrees - a blade or two of · breaks down day by day just
grass, blossoms on a tree,
as the 1:ut-offs fade with
baby birds chirping in their successive .washings;
Things are blooming, there's ·
nest - a pleasant but not yet
comfortable start.
motion in the air and you feel
Time passes and images
that you're on your way ·to ·
build in rhythmic fashion as
doing something right. It fits;
one gets to know, feel and
that's it. Everythir , is now

totally f!lllliliar, broken in so
that the world is ·in tune and
things come as second nature.
Well, that's when night
comes and you kick . off the
sneakers, drop the cut:offs ~d
j>eel the sweatsox - and then,
you put on yc;mr best suit or
party dress and dance until
you wake up to the fragrance
Qf dandelion wine on the air of
a summer newborn.

Thinking your life's been a
little bland lately. You say
you've been seeing Sylvester
Stallone jumping rope on your
typewriter, and that cop that
gave you a ticket today looked
like Al Pacino. Relax! What
you need is a change of space.
Come to a world of chills,
thrills, action, and suspense
where young men still rescue
fair damsels. A world full of
passion and fury , joy and pain,
where the sound of music and
the electronics of · computers
can be heard. A place where
you can catch Susan Bisset in
a clingy T-Shirt without even
getting your feet wet. You can
discover this world ev ery
Tuesday at 1 o'clock in the
Unicorn and Wednesday
nights at 7:00 in the Auditorium starting this fall. CCAB's
Film Committee will be continuing its tradition of bringing
your Box Office Blockbusters
and the biggest names in Show
Biz. Films Chairperson, Terry
Tannehill; promise this year's
films to be the best ever. Her
committee will · be .combining
recent box office hits like "The
Deep" with classics like 2001
- A Space Odyssey to bring
- UNI students a wide variety of ·
.motion picture entertainment.
· The films that are presented
by CCAB are a direct result of
surveys that are distributed
among . students. This enables
the student body to participate
directly in the programming,
and ensures that the· film
Committee is up to · date on
· current student interests and
needs. In order for this system

to work, your participation is
. required. Your comments and
help is always welcomed. Most
importantly, stop in and check
out the films#playing every
Tuesday at 1:00 in the Unicorn
and Wednesday at 7:00 in the
Auditorium this fall. If you are
interested in t he different
aspects of , films and want to
meet people - or just have a
good time ~ come up to
CCAB, E-205 over t he Book
Nook and check out the Film
Committee or any of t he other
committees and discover where
your interests lie.
Now lets put in a plug for
the newest subsidiary of Films
and also the newest member of
the CCAB family; CTV A .
CTVA, the Creative Television
Association, was started in.
September of 1977 and spent
the entire fall trimester planning our premier on the UNI
Scene. In the winter trimester
we got our act together and
brought you The Soaps. We
are now ·expanding into the
television field and we are now
bringing various Video Tapes
such as The Rolling S~ne and
Franklin Lloyd Weber. In the
future we will bring you higher ·
quality productions . . We ·are
also looking into producing our .
own video tapes in the very
near •future. So, if you would
like to · become part of this
expanding and exciting field of
television production, give us a
call at Ext. 505 or 506 and ask
for- Kurt Regensburger. We;re
hoping to hear from you.
by Terry Tannehill and Kurt
· Regensburger
~

·••··· ~···· ···~ ·~·-···············································
SINGLES RECORDS:
Dave Thourson
13-16
Dale Plotkin
9-17
Tom Ketsjes
19-12
Frank Lux
23-5
Bob Weidner
20-9
Jeff Schwede
11-15
Craig Horwitz
10-08
Perry Dlugie
5- 6
DOUBLES:
Frank Lux & Bob Weidner
21-10
Dave Thourson & Tom Kerjes
13-14
Dale Plotkin & Jeff Schwede
20-12
Craig Horwitz & Pmzy Dlugie
6-6

St. Norberts 4
UNI 5
Stevens Goint 8
UNI 1
· Univ. of Wisconsin Milwaukee
Doubles Tournament - 4th
Place
North Park O
UNI 9

Roosevelt 1
UNI 8
Concordia O
UNI 9
Oakland 8
UNI I
Ehrihurst O
UNI 9
St. Francis 6
UNI 3
I.B.C 5
UNI 4 ·
Lewis 4
UNI. 5
UICC 8
UNI 1
Aurora O
UNI 9 ·
Purdue Calumet 1
UNI 8
_Univ. of Wis. Parkside 4 UNI 5
IITO
UNl9
Olivet 4
UNI 5
Augustana 8
UNI 1
Bradley 9
UNI O
UICC 6
UNI 3
St. Ambrose 9·
UNJ O
Chicago State O
UNI 9 .
Univ. of Wisc. Parkside5UNI 4
Rockford O
UNI 9
CCAC Tournament - 3rd
Place
District #20 Tournament ~
2nd Place
13 WINS
10 LOSSES
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